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Decoding:  
Customs – Laws – International Law  

q “Law” is mainly used in two senses -> abstract and concrete

q8 main categories: Imperative law, physical or scientific laws, natural or moral laws, conventional law, customary law,
practice or technical law, International law and civil law.

qConventional laws were rules or system of rules agreed upon by persons for the regulation of their conduct towards each
other, and were applicable to voluntary organizations such as clubs or cooperatives

qUN Agenda 2030 and the ILO-193 qualify as important aspects of international law for, although a large number of experts
including the ICJ stress on their “non-binding” nature, such Resolutions and Recommendations quite often lead to the
development of international law by virtue of their practice by nations and their graduation into customary laws.

qThe identity statement and its inclusion in various national legislations, as well as the inclusion of the idea and practice of
organizing shared interests in cooperatives in the list of UNESCO’s list of intangible cultural heritage, as indicators of
cooperative definition, values and principles becoming part of International law.



Decoding :  Sustainable Development Goals
q “That’s one small step for a man, and a giant leap for mankind”

qUN Conference on Environment and Development (Earth Summit at Rio de Janeiro, 1992) promulgated action for
nations toward building a world that prioritized socio-economic and environmental needs of the future
generation above development as such.

qThe Millennium Summit of the UN adopted the 8 Millennium Development Goals and set the tone for
sustainable development in the 21st century

q2016 marked the end of the MDG campaign, and the beginning of the global multi-stakeholder partnership
among representatives of nations, civil society organizations, local authorities, private sector and the co-operative
movement, in the form of the Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development promulgated by the UN vide
Resolution A/RES/70/1 of 25 September 2015



International Cooperative Alliance  
COMPOSITION

qAbove 1.2 billon members (900 million at least making up for double counting)
qThe apex organisation for cooperatives worldwide, a non-profit international association established in 1895. 309 member 

organisations of which 268 are full members and 41 are Associate Members from 109 countries.
q Four Regional Offices and is headquartered in Belgium 

REPRESENTS
qAlmost 3 million enterprises worldwide; 280 million jobs or economic activities: 10% of the world’s employed population
qThe cooperative share of GDP in the 10 biggest economies is equivalent to the GDP of Italy

CUSTODIAN of IDENTITY STATEMENT
q It is the first time the cooperative movement has a clear and explicit common identity, which all components of the 

cooperative movement can fully identify with. 
q It helps cooperatives be proud of being cooperatives
q It makes it easier to express and develop differences among different types of cooperatives, and to create new ones.
q It provides an instrument for cooperatives to be properly regulated, audited and monitored



History & the ILO -193

qILO formed under the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 survived the collapse of the League, and became a
specialized agency of the UN in 1946 -> Albert Thomas (1878-1932) a French Cooperator was 1st DG of the
ILO

qILO Coop Service was established in 1920 ; ILO Coop Information (a mouthpiece) developed in 1924

qRecommendations are not ratified, but provide guidance for national cooperative legislation, like R193, 
legal and policy advise to over 110 countries. ILO 193 is a persuasive International policy framework OR a 
source of international law that recognizes the identity of an independent peoples movement.

qIt is the only international policy framework for cooperative development that has the added value of being
adopted by governments, employers’ organisations and trade unions, and supported by relevant civil
society organisations.

q89th and 90th Session of the ILC key in discussing and adopting the ILO-193

qRecommendation No. 204 concerning the Transition from the Informal to the Formal Economy.



ILO – 193 Relevance to SDGs
q Inclusion of the ICA Statement on Cooperative Identity : Principle 7 “Concern for the Community”

q Section 4 (a) of the ILO-193 provides for the creation and development of income-generating activities and sustainable decent
employment (a reflection of SDG 8),

q Section 4(g) provides for measures to promote the potential of cooperatives to contribute to sustainable human
development.

qUrges governments to promote gender equality in cooperatives and in their work (a reflection of SDG 5),

qPromote education and training in cooperative principles and practices at all appropriate levels of the national education and
training systems (reflection of SDG 4),

qUrges employers organizations to advise workers to form cooperatives to help them meet their basic needs and with the aim
to facilitate their access to basic goods and services (SDG 1, 2, 3).

qOverall the ILO-193 can be said to promote the idea of cooperatives as institutions of peace and prosperity , and has urged
various stakeholders at the national & international level to partner in achieving its mandate (SDGs 16 & 17)



UNIVERSALITY – SELF-SUFFIENCY – IDENTITY – HUMAN RESOURCES – LEGAL FRAMEWORK – SELF GOVERNANCE – ROLES 
OF ILO CONSTITUENTS

qApplies to all Member states of the ILO; 

qApplies not only to the governments of these states, but also to employers´ and workers´ organizations, as well as to 
cooperative organizations;

qRecognizes the economic and social importance of cooperatives;

qDefines cooperatives as associations of persons satisfying their needs through the operation of an enterprise;

qReaffirms the cooperative identity/distinctiveness;

q Lays emphasis on the autonomy of cooperatives;

qCalls for an equal treatment of cooperatives;

qCalls for a solution to the potential conflict between labor law and cooperative law

Features of the ILO -193



Mandate of the ILO 193   
Recommendation 193 is not an end in itself It must be translated into action We need to ensure both that national poverty-
reduction strategies promote co-operatives and that we develop the mechanisms to enable people to organise themselves and
bring the power of co-operation into their communities – Ivano Barberini, ICA President in 2002

+18 Advisory Missions + 28 National Meetings + 7 Global Meetings to help Cooperatives find a foothold

+Defend Autonomy  + Demand Good Governance + Deliberate to revise Cooperative Polies and Laws 

+Trade Unions and Employers Orgs. to promote Cooperatives among members and broaden scope & outreach 

Cooperatives Worker Organizations Governments

Work with social partners to create a 
favorable climate for coop-dev

Provide technical, commercial and 
financial support services

Promote horizontal and vertical 
integration of cooperatives

Invest in HRD

Representation & Collaboration of 
Cooperatives at International Level 

Co-operative employees to join Trade 
Unions

TU members to establish co-operatives

Promote Productivity, equality of 
opportunity and rights of worker 
members 

Promote Education & Training 

Extend Membership to Co-operatives 

Provide Services to Co-operatives 

Provide Conducive Policy and Legal 
Environ for Co-operative Development 

Support Co-operatives when in Special 
Circumstances 

Strengthen Co-operative Performance 

Develop Partnerships 



Legal Framework Analysis 
Knowledge gaps to address

qData on the cooperative legal landscape is not available everywhere, or harmonised so as to provide a basis for 
comparison.

qA regional analysis of the practical application of cooperative legislation (in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia-
Pacific) is required to support the implementation of cooperative development activities.

qNeed to enhance the outreach to policymakers via hands-on and accessible advocacy tools, to support the creation or 
improvement of legal frameworks that help cooperatives to thrive.

Scope

qNational jurisdictions worldwide, with a focus on the 110 jurisdictions from ICA member countries. Country calendars in 
preparation, to be finalised after Pilot Study.

q In each national jurisdiction:

qgeneral cooperative legislation,

qAttention to special cooperative laws on particular types of cooperatives in countries where they deeply affect 
cooperatives due to their importance or range of coverage

q Focus on cooperative organisational and tax law, paying also attention, when necessary to other regulations (e.g. 
regarding labour, public procurements, competition, accounting standards; or provisions in national Constitutions);

q Includes supranational cooperative legislation, if existent (e.g. the European Cooperative Society Regulation no. 
1435/2013 or the Statute of Mercosur Cooperatives)



Legal Framework Analysis 

Expected Outputs

q4 harmonized regional reports, one for each ICA region including the main highlights of the region’s national reports.

q1 global report integrating the 4 regional reports.

qOnline database displaying key data at country level, with the complete national reports freely accessible and
downloadable (completed with the regional and global reports to be produced at the end of the process).

Foreseen outcomes

qThe LFA is conceived as a longer-term tool, whose results presented in a harmonised format (i.e. as country and regional
reports) will be easy to access and update through an online database – enhancing monitoring.

qThe analyses, assessments, and propositions for improvements relative to the legal frameworks covered will be
disseminated to a wide range of stakeholders within and outside the coop movement, and used as a tool for advocacy.

q Facilitating comparison between different national legal frameworks will help highlight best practices and their potential
replication in other countries, to ensure a level-playing field for cooperatives.

qThe involvement of cooperative member organisations in the process will empower them to highlight the issues they
are facing, and recommend beneficial changes.



Concluding Remarks
qThe explanatory note to the 7th principle states that the concern for the community action can be done so through

policies approved by their (cooperative) members.

q ICA Statement on Cooperative Identity, the UN Guidelines on Creating an Enabling Environment for Cooperatives
and the ILO Recommendation that contain the definition, values and principles for the core of the public
international cooperative law.

q It can be said that a better environment for cooperatives to operate as per their universal identity, will lead to a
better society, especially in the context of reducing inequalities (SDG 10), affecting climate action (SDG 13) and
certainly in the areas of reducing poverty, the world of work and education

qCooperatives represent almost 1 billion individuals globally, who manage their cooperatives by their internal rules or
by-laws. These by laws, as we discussed before form part of conventional laws, that also encompass the idea of
international laws.

qpartnership among governments, CSOs, cooperatives and the private sector at large can enable a climate where
groups of people could together put the larger interest before private profits, thus realizing the phrase’s very
manifestation i.e. Sustainable Development
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